Strategies toward High-Temperature Lanthanide-Based Single-Molecule Magnets.
Lanthanide-based single-molecule magnets are leading materials for achieving magnetization blocking at the level of one molecule. In this paper, we examine the physical requirements for efficient magnetization blocking in single-ion complexes and identify the design principles for achieving very high magnetization blocking barriers in lanthanide-based compounds. The key condition is the preponderant covalent binding of the Ln ion to one of the ligand atoms, tremendously enhancing the axial crystal field. We also make an overview of practical schemes for the implementation of this principle. These are (1) the effective lowering of the coordination number via displacement of the Ln ion to one of the atoms in the coordination polyhedron, (2) the design of two-coordinated complexes, and (3) the stabilization of diatomic compounds in cages and on surfaces. The last proposal is appealing in connection to spintronics applications, especially via the exploration of robust and highly anisotropic [LnX] units displaying multilevel blocking barriers of thousands of Kelvin and prospects for room-temperature magnetization blocking.